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Abstract 
Various notions of point extendable pair-bases are introduced. We prove the following: 
(1) A space is proto-metrisable if and only if it has a unitary point extendable pair-base, and 
hence proto-metrisable spaces are elastic. 
(2) Stratifiable spaces have weakly point extendable pair-bases. 
(3) The class of spaces with weakly point extendable pair-bases is closed under the scattering 
process, and every space with a weakly point extendable pair-base is elastic. o 1997 Elsevier 
Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Proto-metrisable spaces were introduced by Nyikos in [8]. Among the many and varied 
characterisations which have been obtained of these spaces, perhaps the most powerful is 
that every proto-metrisable space can be obtained by the following ‘scattering’ process: 
take any metrisable space, isolate all points of some subset, replace each point by a 
metrisable space, and repeat transfinitely, taking some subspace of the inverse limit at 
limit ordinals [ 8 1. Conversely, every space obtained by such a process is proto-metrisable. 
Since proto-metrisable spaces are constructed in such a canonical manner from metrisable 
spaces, it can not be considered surprising that proto-metrisable spaces are extremely 
well-behaved and share many properties with metrisable spaces. 
An alternative method of creating large classes of spaces with properties similar to 
those of metrisable spaces is to take a topological characterisation of metrisability and 
to weaken the topological conditions. It is thus that the intensively studied and highly 
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successful class of stratifiable spaces arises from the famous Nagata-Smirnov Metrisation 
Theorem. Elastic spaces were introduced by Tamano and Vaughan [lo] as a further gener- 
alisation of stratifiable spaces. It is known that elastic spaces are hereditarily paracompact 
[lo] and monotonically normal [2]. 
The principle result of this paper is that every proto-metrisable space is elastic. The 
first move in this direction was made by Pope [9]. who proved that every regular first 
countable space in which all but countably many points are isolated, is elastic. Thus the 
proto-typical example of a proto-metrisable space, the Michael line, is elastic. However, 
there appears to be no obvious reason why some simple examples of proto-metrisable 
spaces, such as IR’ with the points of (R \ Q)’ isolated, should be elastic. The proof 
and layout of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section necessary definitions 
and useful notation are introduced. The key idea is of a ‘unitary point extendable pair- 
base’. It will be easily seen that a space with a unitary point extendable pair-base is 
elastic, and Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to showing that a space has a unitary point 
extendable pairbase if (and only if) it is proto-metrisable. Metrisable spaces are dealt 
with in Section 3, and the general scattering process in Section 4. Underneath all the 
notation the proof is essentially geometric. The final section considers the effect of the 
scattering process on stratifiable spaces. It is shown that these spaces, too. are elastic, 
answering a question of Borges [3]. 
We observe that the class of stratitiable spaces is essentially disjoint from the class of 
proto-metrisable spaces in the sense that stratitiable. proto-metrisable spaces are metris- 
able [S]. Hence our results indicate that the class of elastic spaces is significantly broader 
than originally imagined. 
2. Pair-bases and some notation 
Suppose that S is a set and P = (A, B) is a pair of subsets of X. We shall denote 
A, the first element of the pair P, by Pi, and B by Pz. If P is a collection of pairs, then 
for i = 1,2, pi will denote {P[: P E IF’}. 
Notation concerning maps and pairs will be abused in the following way. If X. Y and 
Z are sets, and f : X --r I’ and y : 1. 4 Z are functions, then if P is a pair of subsets 
of Y and p is a collection of pairs of subsets of Z’, then 
f-‘(p) = (f-‘uv .fr’(p+ 54P) = (sm)dp2))~ 
f-‘(P) = {f-‘(P): P E ID}, y(P) = {g(P): P E IF}. 
Suppose now that p is a collection of pairs of subsets of the set S, and N is a relation 
on p. The relation - is said to beftzrning provided that P, P’ are related by N whenever 
PI n P,’ # 8. We have to consider the situation where a topology is refined by adding a 
number of isolated points. For each n E X define p(n) to be the pair ({CL}, {CL}). Now 
define the point extension of - to be the relation zz on p U {p(n): u E X} which is the 
transitive closure of - together with P E p(u) whenever a E 9. 
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We are now in a position to give some of the main definitions. 
Definition (Pair-base). If X is a space (i.e., a 7’1 topological space), then p is a pair-base 
on X provided: 
( 1) the set p consists of pairs of subsets of X. 
(2) every element of lP1 is open, and 
(3) if IT is an open neighbourhood of a point 5, then there is a P E p such that 
x E P, & P2 c CJ. 
Definition (Elastic). If X is a space, lF a pair-base on X and N a relation on p, then w 
is an elastic relation provided: 
(1) the relation N is transitive and framing, and 
(2) if P E p and IP’ C {P’ E iF: P’ N P}. then 
u {P;: P’ E P’} c u {Pi: P’ E ID’}. 
A space X is said to be elastic if there is a pair-base p with an elastic relation N on lF’. 
We observe that the above definition differs from that given in [lo]. Unfortunately 
the original definition of elasticity is ambiguous since it is not clear how one defines 
the “frame map” when there are distinct P. P’ E p such that PI = P,‘. Even if there 
is no problem defining the frame map for a space X, the same problem arises when 
attempting to show that subspaces of 2X are elastic. However. if one analyses proofs of 
results involving elastic spaces (particularly Theorem 2 of [lo]), then it is clear that the 
above is the intended definition. 
We now define a concept that is central to this paper. 
Definition (Unitary point extendable pair-base). If X is a space, then (IP. -) is a unitary 
point extendable pair-base if: 
(1) the set p is a pair-base on X, 
(2) the relation N on P is transitive and framing, and 
(3) if z is the point extension of N and lF” C {P E IF! P z p(o,)} for some n E .Y, 
then there is a Pnr E p’ such that 
U{P~: PE~‘}CP~’ and CLEP!‘. 
If IP is a pair-base, then (p, -) is said to be unitary point extendable if (P, -) is a unitary 
point extendable pair-base. 
We complete this section with three lemmas, the first of which establishes that unitary 
point extendable pair-bases are elastic. the second that having a unitary point extendable 
pair-base is an hereditary property. 
Lemma 1. If the space X has a unitary point extmdahle pair-base, then X is elastic. 
Proof. Let (p? -) be a unitary point extendable pair-base for ,y. It suffices to show that 
- is an elastic relation on p. So, suppose that P E IF and p’ C {P’: P’ h P}. Pick any 
u E PI and notice that P M p(u). Thus p’ C {P’: P’ E p(a)}, and so there is PA1 E I’)’ 
satisfying 
up:: P’ E P’} c P:” c u {Pi: P' g p'}, 
as required. 0 
Lemma 2. If the space X has LI unitcq point extendable pair-base mzd Y C X, then 
Y has a unitary point extendable pair-base. 
Proof. Let (p, -) be a unitary point extendable pair-base on X. Define 
Clearly !?I7 is a pair-base for 1’. For each Q E p’~ pick a PQ E p such that Q = 
(P,& nY, PF nY). If Q: Q’ t p’. then define Q -1. Q’ if PQ - PQ’. Observe that -Y 
is transitive and framing. Furthermore, if ~1~ is the point extension of ~1. and a E Y, 
then Q ~17 p(a) implies PQ z p(a). It is now clear that (p’- ~ NY) is the required unitary 
point extendable pair-base on Y. 0 
Our final lemma is important for the proofs that follow. It establishes that we may 
assume that there are no nontrivial relationships between singleton pairs. 
Lemma 3. If the space X has u unitmy poirzt extenduble pair-base, then S has a unitary 
point extendable pair-base (IF, -*) such that if z* is the point extension of w*, then 
x = y whenever p(z) Z* p(y). 
Proof. Let (P, -) be ‘a unitary point extendable pair-base on X. Define I?’ = {P E 
II? lPl/ 3 2}, and let -’ be the restriction of - to p’. Observe that -’ is framing and 
transitive. Define p* = i?’ U (~(0,): u is isolated}. Clearly p* is a pair-base. Now define 
N* to be the relation on p* which is the transitive closure of -’ together with P N* p(n) 
whenever a E PI. If E* is the point extension of N*. then it is clear that (p*. -*) is a 
unitary point extendable pair-base and that L = ;y whenever p(z) z* p(,g). q 
3. Metric spaces 
In this section we establish that every metric space has a unitary point extendable 
pair-base. We begin with a brief overview of how such pair-bases can be constructed 
for the spaces R”. First recall that a space X is stratifiable if and only if there is 
a pair-base p on X such that p = U,“=, pn, where for each n, if p’ C p”, then 
U{Pl: P E IF”} C U{Pz: P E !F”} [l]. We can assume that p” f’ p” = 0 whenever 
n # nl. If - is any transitive, framing relation on p such that n. < m whenever P E l?“, 
P’ E p” and P N P’, then N is an elastic relation on p. However, without further 
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restrictions upon N, (P. -) 1s unlikely to be unitary point extendable. Before we indicate 
how this is achieved in the case when X = R, we introduce some notation unique to 
this section. If 1 is the interval (s - a. s + a) in R and T > 0, then rl will denote the 
interval (.r - ~a. s + ~a). Now, for any c > 0 define 
VV,O={((n-l),c,(n+l)~): ,nEZ, neven}. 
IV; = {((n - l)~, (11 + 1)~): n E Z, n odd}. 
Observe that for i = 0, 1, elements of VVf are pair-wise disjoint. For each n E N and 
i = 0, 1 define IP” = {(\I’. 2”lI’): II- E WY,,,}. Define N on Pn = IP” U JP.’ by 
PO - P’ if Pp n P,’ # 0 and P’ E lFn.i (i = 0, 1). Notice that N is transitive, framing 
and if P. P’, P” E IF satisfy P - P’ - P” then either P = P’ or P’ = P”. In this 
case we say that --chains in each level are of length 6 2. The relation is now extended 
to the whole of P = Ur=‘=, IP” so that N is transitive, framing, and n < m whenever 
P E F’“. P’ E iF and P - P’. To see that this is indeed a unitary point extendable 
pair-base for IR, first observe that as --chains in a level IP” are of length 6 2, 
u {P,: P E IF, n > N, P z p(u)} c (u - 1/2+3,a + 1/2N-3). 
Hence, given IP’ c {P E E? P z p(a)}, picking M minimal, and PA1 E IF’ n PA’, 
u {P,: P E P’} c [a - l/2”‘_3,a + 1/2n1-31 c P$ 
We now consider the case when X = IR’. For each n E W and i, j E (0, l} let 
P’(Q) = {(II-, x n;, 2%; x 2t%;): II’, E w;,,,, 11;2 E PV,,,}. 
Notice that P = P’ whenever P. P’ E IF’“*(‘.J) and PI n P{ # 0. Define P’” = Ui J Pn’(LJ) 
and let IP = lJ,“=, P”. The relation N is defined so that in each level P” it is the transitive 
closure of N* where P N* P’ provided: PI n P,’ # 0, P E P”.(i,J), P’ E IF,(“‘,J’) and 
either i < i’, or i=i’andj<j’, or P=P’. 
Notice that --chains in each level are of length < 4. One can now extend N to the whole 
of P and prove that (IP’? -) is a unitary point extendable pair-base. It is clear that in the 
case when X = R” we will be able to define IP” so that the w-chains in each level are 
of length < 2”. 
We now give a full proof that R” has a unitary point extendable pair-base. The 
additional properties given in Theorem 4 will be required in Section 5. 
Theorem 4. The space JR” has a unitay point extendable pair-base (p, -) such that 
IF’ = lJr=“=, IF’” where each IF’;” covers IV, and if x and a are distinct points of R”, then 
there is an open neighbourhood U of 5 and an N E II such that 
““[~{Pz: PEF, nBN. arPz}] =0. 
Proof. As above, for any E > 0 define 
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w,” = {((n - l)z, (71 + 1):): ‘71 E z. JJ. even}. 
W; = { ((,n - l)~, (n + 1)~): ‘I[ E Z. II odd}. 
ForeachnEWandt=(il....,t,,)~2”.define 
Let P’” = lJtcZ,, IY.t. and IY’ = U,y=, IID”. We observe the following: 
(1) IF’ is a pair-base for R” . 
(2) If P E p then there are unique II E W and t E 2” for which P E IFlt. 
(3) If P, P’ E I?n.t and PI n P: # @, then P = P’. 
(4) Each I?;” covers R” and if :r and n are distinct points of IR”, then there is an open 
neighbourhood tJ of s and an N E N such that 
u n [u { P2: P E I?“, /I 3 N. (1 E P;}] = B. 
Hence it suffices to show that I? is unitary point extendable. 
Define the relation -* on I? by: P m* P’ if PI n P,’ # 0. P E IF’.t, P’ E IV’.t’ and 
either 71 < 71’~ or II = II’ and t’ < t. or P = P’, 
where 2’” is ordered lexicographically. Let - be the transitive closure of N*. Notice that 
- is framing. Let % be the point extension of -. We shall proceed with a number of 
claims. 
Suppose that P E F” and that 
Claim 1. If P’ E FJ” is related by n to P, then 
To see this, notice that any nontrivial -*- chain of distinct elements in p’” contains at 
most 2n elements. 
Claim 2. If m < n und P’ E lF is such thut P’ w P, then 
m 
P{ c n (.r, - 1/27’1.T.2 + l/2”‘) x n IR. 
k=l l>?ll 
First observe that by the previous claim there is nothing to prove if m = n. We proceed 
by reverse induction on tn.. Observe that there exists P’ E iF and P3 E IV (for some 
m < r < 71) satisfying P’ N P’, P,? n P: # 0. and,Ps - P. By induction. 
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c J-J (.?G - l/2”+‘,.& + l/2”+‘) x I-I Iw. 
i=l 1>7K 
Suppose that Pf = nE”_, (yi - l/2’“+‘, yi + 1/22rrL+3) 
P: u P; c fi (g, - 1/2”“+z,y, + l/2”+?) x n 
x ni>rn Iw. By Claim 1, 
Iw. 
7=1 i > TIL 
Recall that PF n PC # 0, and hence P{ & nr!,(.r7 - 1/2”‘,.~~ + l/2”) x n,,,, II8 as 
required. 
Now suppose that a = (G~)~~,<~ E W. 
Claim 3. If P’ E F ad P’ E p(a), lhert 
By the definition of c, there exists 11 3 m and P E iF” such that P’ N P and n E 9. 
Thus by Claim 2, we obtain the result. 
Claim 4. Zf P’ G {P E E? P M p(a)}, rherz there is PA’ E IF’ such that 
U{P,: P E P’} c P;“’ and a E Pz”‘. 
Proof. Let AI be minimal such that p’ flit’*’ # 0. and pick any Pnr E p’ n I?*[. Suppose 
that 
P/’ = fi (& - 1/2’A1+s,,1 + 1/2’n1+3) x n E. 
1=I Z>izI 
By Claim 3, we see that 
U{P,: P-TD’)c~(aj-l,2”~l.a,+1,2”~-1) x j-JE4 
G fi (Xi - l/2”‘-‘;& + 1/2h’-‘) X n R. 
ix, i>.U 
Hence. since 
it is clear that a E P;“’ and l_{Pj: P E I?‘} C Pt’. 0 
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Let ‘M(K) denote the metric hedgehog of spininess h: (see [4, 4.1.51 for the definition). 
We may assume that 
X(K) = (0) u u { (0, l] x {o}: o! E K}. 
For each E > 0, define 
U {[((n - 1)~. (n. + 1)~) f? [0, I]] x (0): n. even, 7~ 3 2, and o E K}, 
Wi = { [((,II. - l)~, (71 + 1)~) n [O. l]] x {(k}: II odd and cy E K,}. 
Observe that these sets are the analogies of the sets IV: (i = 0. 1) defined for R. Hence 
by a similar, but notationally more complex proof, we can establish the following result. 
Theorem 5. For any injnite cardirlul K, the space 7-l(~)” has a unitary point extendable 
pair-base (IF’, -) such that p = U:!, IF wzhrre each py covers ~FI(~)“, and ifr and a 
are distimt points of X(K)“, then there is an open neighbourhood U of x and an N E IV 
such that 
r;n[U{Pz: PEIF, n3N. HP?}] =0. 
Since every metrisable space of weight k: can be embedded in ~-I(K)” [7], we see. by 
the same reasoning as in Lemma 2, that we have the following: 
Corollary 6. Zf X is a nzetrisable space, therl X has a unitary point extendable pair- 
base (n, -) such that p = UT=, TfD’” Ithere each p;’ covers X, and if x artd a are distirtct 
points of X, then there is an open neighbourhood Ii of x arid an N E N such that 
u n [u {Pz: P E IFD”. 11 >, 1Y: n E PI}] = 0. 
4. The scattering process 
If C is a class of topological spaces, then we define S(C) to be the class of spaces 
which are obtained by the following process: take any space in C, isolate all the points 
of some subset, replace each such point by a space in C, and repeat transfinitely, taking 
some subspace of the inverse limit at limit ordinals. Observe that C 2 S(C). We shall 
say that C is closed under the scattering process if C = S(C). 
Theorem 7. The class of spaces with unita? point extendabk pair-bases is closed under 
the scattering process. 
Proof. Suppose that for some ordinal &I we are given: 
( 1) Topological spaces (Xcu: cy < 6) such that X0 = { 0}. 
(2) For each Q: < 6, a subset A,+, of X,,, and for each a E Aa+,, a space X,+,(a) 
with a unitary point extendable pair-base. 
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(3) For each fi < o < 6 a continuous surjection j,,,: X, + X,3. 
In addition, we assume that, for each Q < 6, the space ,X,+1 is obtained from X, by 
replacing each point a. of A,+, by a clopen copy of Xa+r (a). Also, 
.lCY+l+n+l - 1 ~ ‘d x,,,. 
jQ+r-u(,c) = { z 1::: E :zJ,$:” 
Ja+l-fi = Ja-,J O 3a+1-a (,d < a). 
Finally. for each X < 5 which is a limit, 
XX = { (LC,),<X: s, E X,, 17 < o < X * j,+(s,) = .~a}. 
The set Xx is endowed with the subspace topology induced by the product space 
n CI<x X,. and 
j,-, = id.yx, 
.1X-Cu = TCY Ix, (Q. < A), 
where 7riT, : &3<A X,7 + X, is the projection map. 
Since a subspace of a space with a unitary point extendable pair-base has a unitary 
point extendable pair base, it suffices to prove that X6 has a unitary point extendable 
pair-base. We shall recursively define unitary point extendable pair-bases (IP”, No) on 
X, for cy 6 6. Assume that this has been done for each Q < y < S and that the following 
three conditions are satisfied. 
Inductive hypotheses. 
(I, I) For each Q < 7 the point extension Z~ of wgi is such that CT = y whenever 
P(X) MCI P(:Y). 
CI,2) Zf ,fi < a < y then Jo!+, C p” and if P E p” then P E jiL,T(@) or 
j,+(P) = ({u}. {u})for some a E Xp. 
CI,3) If‘/j<~<y, P,P’~lY,arzda~X,, then 
P -Q P’ * ja+(P) =p ja+(P’). 
P =:, p(a) * ja-a(P) “13 P(.L-a(a)). 
If in addition P E jiLfi(lP)“) then 
jCz+(P) E/J j,-,(P’) * P -Cl P’, 
L-s(P) =:u’ p(jLY-d(a)) * P s P(U). 
We now define (P. wy ) and check that (I,+, 1). (1,+,2) and (1,+,3) hold. First 
consider the case when y is a successor, (1: + 1 say. For each u E A,+,, let 
M~ya+l (a)). -x,+, (a,) be a unitary point extendable pair-base on Xa+, (CZ) with point 
extension M.yyU+! Ca) such that .r = y whenever p(x) EX,+, ca) p(y) (the existence of such 
a pair-base is given by Lemma 3). Define 
P nt1 _ ;--I --J ,+,,,P”) u u {~(X,+&)): a E &+I}. 
Observe that IPa+’ is a pair-base on _Ya+, and that (1?+,2) is satisfied. Define No+, on 
P”+’ as follows: 
Case 1. If P,p’ E p(_Y,+,(n)) for some (I E A,,+,, then P No+, P’ if P N_Y,+,(~) 
P’. 
Case 2. If PIP’ E jci,_cu (p”). then p kc,+, p’ if jru+,+n(p) -cy jn+,-cr(p’). 
Case 3. If P E j~~,_o(IPO) and P’ E IF’(Xcl+, (a)) for some a E A,+,, then P ho+, 
p’ if j,+,-,(p) =a p(a). 
Case 4. If P E i?(X,+,(o)) and P’ E p(_Yn+,(u’)) where CL.U’ E A,,+, and (I # (I’. 
then P +n+, P’. 
Let ==,+I be the point extension of _a+, Observe that (I,+,l) and (1?+,3) hold. 
Furthermore, wa+, is framing and transitive. Now suppose that b E X,+, and IF” C 
{PuQ+‘: P z~+, p(b)}. We shall show that there is a PA’ E p’ such that 
U{P,: PEP’}CP~’ and bEPf’. 
Suppose that @ # P’ n j;i, _(\ (JP ) = I?” say. Let b’ = ju+, _n (b) and notice that 
j,+,,,(P) z=cy p(b’) for every P E Ip”‘. Thus, since (P”, -Cl ) is unitary point extendable. 
there is a Phr E p” such that 
u {A?+,-cu 
X,” 
(P),: P E P”} C .jcu+,-~r(pn’)2 and b’ E jN+,-(\(pnr)?. 
Since ja+~+a is continuous, U{P,: P E F} C P;“‘, and as this map is onto with 
Pnl E j,+,,a(F’“), we also have b E P;“. Now observe that if P E TF” \ p”, then 
j,+,-,(P) = ({b’}, {b’}). Thus 
U{P,: P E ,‘\I?“} 2 Xn+,(h/) c P;“. 
Therefore. lJ{P,: P E: IY} C Pfl as required. 
Now suppose that P’ n jGilio (P) = @. Thus there is a b’ E _-la+, such that IP’ C 
P(X,+, (b’)) and b E Xc,+, (b’). The existence of Pnr now follows from the fact that 
(P(x,+, &‘)). -.Y,+l(b’) ) is unitary point extendable. Thus (P”+‘~ ~~~1) is a unitary 
point extendable pair-base. This completes the case when y is a successor. 
Now consider the case when T is a limit, X say. Define IPA = Un<xj;‘_~l(IP). By 
Theorem 2.5.5 of [4], we see that IPA is a pair-base for Xx. Suppose that P, P’ E I?‘. 
Since X is a limit, by the second inductive hypothesis. there is an CY < X such that 
P, P’ E j;A, (IF). We define P -,\ P’ if j~-~ (P) -n j,,, (p’). Observe that by 
the inductive hypotheses this is independent of the particular 0 chosen. Let MA be the 
point extension of -A. Notice that (I-,+,1), (1,+,2) and (1,+,3) are satisfied. and that 
-A is framing and transitive. Therefore it suffices to prove that (PA3 WA) is unitary point 
extendable. So, suppose that n = (n,),<x t XX and P’ C: {P E IF”: P MA p(n)}. Let 
~1: < X be minimal such that IP’ n j;L, (P”) # (D and let P” = P’ n j;L,(P). Observe 
that for every P E IF”‘, jx,,(P) E,, p(u,,), since u,, = jA_N(a). Thus as before, there 
is a Pnr E IID” such that 
u {jx-cy(P)l: P E u,ff}x” c jx-@“‘)2 and a, E ~x-~(P”‘),. 
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Hence, U{Pi: P E lF”> C P;‘, and a E P,“‘. Now consider any P E p’ \ p”. There is 
a c t S, such that jx_,(P) = ({c}. {c}).Since P =A p(a). p(c) E:, p(ncY) and hence 
c = a,. Therefore. 
U{P,: P E IF)‘\,“} c&_,(a,) =j;QaJ c: P;I’, 
and thus U{P, : P E iF} C Pfr as required. q 
We have already remarked that if M is the class of me&able spaces, then the class 
of proto-metrisable spaces is S(M). Thus. by Theorem 7 and Corollary 6, we have that 
every proto-metrisable space has a unitary point extendable pair-base. Surprisingly, this 
characterises proto-metrisable spaces. Recall that a pair-base p is said to be rank-l if 
whenever P. P’ E JF and PI n P,’ # 0, then either PI 2 Pi or P,’ C P2. Gruenhage and 
Zenor have shown that a space is proto-metrisable if and only if it has a rank-l pair-base 
[6]. Suppose that (p. -) IS a unitary point extendable pair-base, and that P, P’ G p are 
such that PI n P,f # 8. Pick any a. E PI n P,f and notice that {P, P’} C {P”: P” z p(u)}. 
Thus there is a Pnr E {P, P’} such that PI U P{ C Pp’. Hence, PI C Pi or P,’ C: P2. 
and thus p is rank-l. We have established the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. A space X is proto-metrisable if and only if it has a unitav point extendable 
pair-base. 
Corollary 9. Every proto-metrisable space is elastic. 
5. Stratifiable spaces and weakly point extendable pair-bases 
If X is a space, then define (F’, -) to be a weakly point extendable pair-base if: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
the set P is a pair-base on X, 
the relation - on p is transitive and framing, and 
if z is the point extension of N and P’ C {P E IF? P RZ p(u)} for some a E X, 
then 
u (8: P E P’} c [u (P2: P E PI}] u {u}. 
We observe that the analogies of Lemmas 2 and 3 hold trivially for weakly point 
Consider the following generalisation of the notion of a unitary point extendable pair- 
base. 
extendable pair-bases. 
Lemma 10. If the space X has a weakly point extendable pair-base, then X is elastic. 
Proof. Let (p: -) be a weakly point extendable pair-base for X. It suffices to show that 
- is an elastic relation on IF’. So, suppose that P E IF’ and i?’ 2 {P’ E IF’: P’ N P}. As 
in Lemma 1, we observe that if a E PI then p’ C {P’: P’ M p(a)}, and hence 
u {P:: P’ E P’} c [u {Pi: P’ E P’}] u {CL}. ct) 
If PI consists of only one point, u say. then CL is isolated and clearly 
u {P;: P’ E P’} 2 u {Pi: P’ E P’} 
in this case. If Pl consists of more than one point, then by considering (t) for two different 
points of Pi we again see that U{P,‘: P’ E P} c U{Pi: P’ E P’} as required. q 
Theorem 11. The class of spaces LlYth ~:eakly point extendable p&-bases is closed 
under the scattering process. 
Proof. As the proof is similar to that of Theorem 7. we shall only provide a sketch. The 
induction is set up in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7 except that unitary 
point extendable pair-bases are replaced by weakly point extendable pair-bases, As the 
successor case provides no serious difficulties, we shall only consider the limit case. As 
in the proof of Theorem 7, define IF” = Ucr<, ji:,, (IF), and define NX on IPx as in the 
proof of Theorem 7. Suppose that n = (ua)lusC~ t Sx and P’ C {P E Px: P E:X p(u)}. 
It suffices to prove that 
U{P,: PEP’} c [U{PL P&Y}] u(a). 
So, suppose that t = (s~)~<x E S,, is distinct from n. and .r E U{P,: P E p’}. Recall 
that if t,, = a,. then x:,3 = cl/j for every /I < o. Hence, by the inductive hypotheses, 
there is an Q < X such that .rC2 # a,, and IP’n jyLa(PN) # 0. Let P” = P’ nj;LCY(IPa). 
Observe that for every P E IV, ,;A_~, (P) zO ~(a,,~), and hence 
u {Il’x+mI: p E ‘“}-yck c [u {jx_,k(P)?: P E F}] u {a,}. 
Therefore, if s, E U{jx_,, (P) 1: P t IY’} 
s, 
, then there is P* E P” such that .ra E 
J,z,_~ (P*)z and hence 5 E P;” C U{ P2: P E p’} as required. So. suppose that 
Let U be an open set in _Y, such that .r,, E U, but U n [U{jx_a(P)I : P E I”“}] = (D 
and a, $ U. Define 0 = jTLcl (U) and observe that 0 is an open neighbourhood of z 
in Sx. Consider any P E IV’. Since II n j~_~ (P) 1 = 0 we have that 0 n PI = 0. This 
contradicts our assumption that x E U{P,: P E IY}. 0 
Clearly a unitary point extendable pair-base is weakly point extendable, and hence 
every proto-metrisable space has a weakly point extendable pair-base. However, the 
importance of weakly point extendable pair-bases lies in the following result. Combined 
with Lemma 10 and Theorem 11, it establishes that the class of spaces obtained by 
applying the scattering process to the class of stratiliable spaces, is contained in the class 
of elastic spaces, thus answering a question of Borges [3]. 
Theorem 12. If X is a stratiSable, then X has a weakly point extendable pair-base. 
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Proof. Let 7 be the topology on X. The space X is stratifiable and so X has a pair- 
base S = UFL’=, S” such that if S’ C S”, then U{Sr: S E S’} C U{&: S E S’}. 
By Lemma 8.2 of [l], there is a metrisable topology U on X such that U C 7. By 
Corollary 6, the space (X-U) has a unitary point extendable pair-base (MI, NM) such 
that M = U,“=, &lY where each IMP covers X and if z and a are distinct points of X, 
then there is U E l4 and N E N such that z E tJ and 
U n [u {All: AI E FMY, 71 3 N, a E AIz}] = 8. 
For each n E N define 
A” = { (Sr n AIt ( SZ): S E S” . AI E MR and SI n AI, # S} 
and set LP = U,“=, A”. Since MI;’ covers X for every R, P is a pair-base for (X, 7). 
Define P’ = A’ and for n 3 2 let P” = A” \ UzQr, A”. For each P E IP”, pick Sp E S” 
and Alp E &P such that P = (SIP n Mp, S,'). Define NP on JP by 
P -Jp P' if and only if AIP NM Alp’. 
Observe that N$ is a transitive framing, and if =:p is the point extension of NP. then 
AIP MM p(a) whenever P zp p(a). We shall prove that (P, NP) is a weakly point 
extendable pair-base on (X, 7). So suppose that a E X and P’ C {P E IF! P Z$ p(a)}. 
Consider any s # a such that s E U{Pl: P E IF"} (all closures are taken in (X. 7)). 
Since .I: # n, there is U E U and N E N such that x E CJ and 
U n [u {Al,: AI E MI”. n. > N, a E Mz}] = 0. 
Define P” = {P E P’: P E IF, n 3 N}. Since Alp EM ~(a) whenever P sp p(a), 
{Alp: P E ,"} 2 {AI E M: Af zFslI p(n)}. 
Therefore there is a P* E p" such that 
U{Ary: P E IF"'} c AIF* and a E AI:*. 
Thus, since Alp* E UFEt”=, IMP, we have that U n [U{MP: P E IF"'}] = 0. Now, 
PI C AI,P for every P E IF, and hence lJ n [U{Pl: P E p"}] = 0. Therefore, if we 
define P”’ = IP’ \ P” = {P E IP)': P E pn ~ n < N}, then .r E U{Pl: P E IV'}. Observe 
that {Sp: P E F""} C Ufzl' S" and hence 
U{s?: P E Iv'} c ucsz': P E IY'}. 
However, PI 2 5'7 and Pz = 5': for every P E iF. Thus 
U{ PI: P E P',,} c ucp?: P E F'} c U{Pg P E IF} 
and therefore s E U{Pz: P E IY} as required. 0 
The results of this paper, and the techniques developed here. are applied in [5] to 
show that the perfect image of an elastic space may fail to be elastic. answering an old 
question of Tamano and Vaughan. 
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